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We show that modern Regge fits to rising rrN total cross sections cr „using the Harari-Freund P +fmodel of
diffraction are not consistent with two-component duality. If a conventional Pomeron is chosen (dominant j-plane
pole plus weak cuts), the resulting f is "dual" to the resonances plus one-half the background. Conversely,
constraining the f-pole amplitude by duality does not allow a reasonable fit to cr„.In contrast, the Pf identity
model of diffraction is shown to satisfy a modified form of two-component duality. We show that by incorporating
flavoring renormalization, the P +f picture can be made consistent with duality. The unflavored P intercept is 0.91
and the flavored P intercept is 1.1. Significant absorptive j-plane cuts are also required, though these are small
enough to be consistent with dominant short-range order. Thus flavoring, which is so essential in P-f identity
phenomenology, seems to play a positive role in diffraction scattering generally.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of hvo-component duality has been in-
strumental in motivating the Harari-Freund (HF)
version of the P+f model of diffraction. ' The du-
ality prediction

ImT&,„=(lm(resonances))

along with

ImTp, „,„&„,„vi l
"-Om(background))

is perhaps the most important phenomenological
distinction of this scheme. ~ Theoretically, this is
supposed to mean that the f is dominantly planar
while the Pomeron is a new effect [e.g., closed
dual string, tluantum-chromodynamics (QCD)
glueball] which is unrelated to simple resonance
production. However, one should note that the
(P = glueball) assignment is best motivated without
quark loops at N, = where infrared gluon dyna-
mics is relevant. Diffraction at N, = 3 is arguably
quite different, depending on quark-loop confine-
ment-related hadron mass scales. '

More recently, a different idea, called the Pom-
eron-f identity, ' has developed. Here there is on-
ly one high-lying trajectory, which is curved and
goes through the f meson. This scheme is, in
fact, consistent with hadron data provided careful
attention is paid to "flavoring, " renormalization
effects due to the quasithreshold production of
strange quarks, diquarks, charmed quarks, etc.4 '
Two-component duality here evidently does not
hold in the above form.

Although the Pomeron P is somewhat enigmatic,
two important constraints exist. First, observed
dominant short-range order (SRO) in rapidity dic-
tates that the Pomeron amplitude is dominated by
a j-plane pole, not cuts. Second, Veneziano's
topological expansion' (TE) tells us that the bare
Pomeron of the Reggeon field theory is the leading
behavior of the cylinder. ' 'The nonleading behavior
of the cylinder is an object of much discussion' '
(it can even "wipe out" the standard f as in the
P-f identity'), but the HF scheme is based on the
assumption that the f-pole amplitude is highly ex-
change degenerate and dominates the I= 0 planar
amplitude. Thus, the unambiguous TE prediction

ImTvi, = (Im(resonances)) (2)

reduces to Etl. (1) in the HF model to a presum-
ably good approximation. '

It is important to note that this relation is really
an important consistency requirement for the HF
model. It is also, in principle, easy to test if one
adopts the usual supposition that asymptotic
Regge-pole amplitudes are trivial to continue to
low energies when expressed in the laboratory en-
ergy v, an s-I crossing-symmetric variable. '

Vive show here~" that actually two-component
duality is badly violated by modern P+f fits. If
the I' at t = 0 is principally a j-plane pole plus
weak j-plane cuts (as implied by dominant short-
range rapidity correlations in inelastic final states
at present energies), then the amount of violation
can be stated rather precisely. Instead of the HF
prediction Im Tz „,i, =(Im(resonances)), typical fits
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published after 1974 produce an f-pole amplitude
satisfying

[ImT& „,]t«= (Im(resonances))

+ ( Im(background)),

provided that the established resonances are in-
serted on the right-hand side." This is the case

, even under differing views regarding the extent to
which the f is exchange degenerate, its intercept,
etc. The crucial point is the existence of rising
total cross sections.

The nonplanar ~ (Im(background)} relation is
more difficult to examine due to difficulties in ex-
trapolating j-plane-cut amplitudes to low energies.
Hence, our attitude is that only Eq. (1) is feasible
to check phenomenologically, but that this is
enough to provide a severe constraint.

It might be argued that cylindrical mixing causes
a significant deviation of T»,~, from TI~~~. This
is an a priori plausible idea. In the P-f identity,
for example, cylinder mixing produces a very
significant effect, and Eq. (2) is expected to hold
but not Eq. (1). In the P+f HF picture, the break
ing of exchange degeneracy (EXD) is not supposed
to be much (this is, after all, supposed to be an
attractive feature of the scheme), so here one
does expect Eq. (1) to hold. In any event, we show
in the Appendix that the signs are probably wrong.
Given an f-pole amplitude with cylinder mixing
that is too big to average the resonances, the
f-pole amplitude with the cylinder subtracted out
violates duality even more. This follows under
reasonable hypotheses involving the generation of
the P+f model from underlying (e.g. , QCD) dyna-
mics.

If we relax the preferred condition that the Pom-
eron be dominantly a j-plane pole, then many re-
sults are possible. We shall present several ex-
amples. Of course, one could always define the
P and f to satisfy two-component duality. Our
point is that, however one may be tempted to do
this, there is no longer any phenomenological sup-
port for the idea from canonical Regge fits to total
cross sections.

Conversely, we show that if one attempts to
constrain the f pole by duality and the P to be
j-plane-pole dominated, a bad description of 0,~
results.

In contrast to the failure of two-component dual-
ity in the usual P+f model, we show that the form
of two-component duality in Eq. (2) can be satis-
fied in the P-f identity model framework. Here a
model" is needed to separate the planar and cylin-
der amplitudes, as well as P-f identity pheno-
menology in which flavoring has been included (we
repeat that flavoring is essential in P-f identity
phenomenology"').
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FIG. 1. The absorptive mN isoscalar amplitude for the
resole&ces (Ref. 14) (dashed line), the resonances plus
one-half the background (solid line), and the absorptive
f-pole amplitudes from four recent conventional &+f fits
(Ref. 15) (see Sec. II).

Finally, we show that by incorporating flavoring
renormalization, the P+f picture can be made
consistent with duality. The unflavored P inter-
cept is 0.91 and the flavored P intercept is 1.1.
Significant absorptive j-plane cuts are also re-
quired, though these are small enough to be con-
sistent with dominant short-range order.

. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we compare conventional P+f pheriome-
nology with f-resonances duality [Eq. (I)]. In Sec.
III we exhibit our attempt to make the usual P +f
model satisfy f-resonances duality ami fit o,

„

(which fails). Section IV contains the analysis of
the P fiden-tity and duality. 'o Section V analyzes
flavoring, o,„,and duality in the P+f context.
Section VI contains some conclusions. The Ap-
pendix deals with f-cylinder mixing and duality
in the P+f model.

II. TWO&OMPONENT DUALITY
IN THE STANDARD I'+ fMODEL

The primary experimental test of two-component
duality in the P+f framework was made in 1969 by
Harari and Zarmi. ' They showed that the low-en-
ergy extrapolations of the f and P amplitudes of the
existing fits, respectively, did indeed average the
resonance and background components of the ab-
sorptive gN amplitude. However, we know that
total cross sections o rise, and this imperils the
idea. Roughly, rising o means that the P part cr' '
rises, i.e., o ' decreases as we go to lower ener-
gies. But then the f contribution o'I'= o —o~' is
bigger at low energies than it would be if 0+' were
constant. The bigger a'~ now tends to be too high
to average the resonances.

In Fig. 1 we exhibit the t-channel isoscalar gN
resonance part of v Imk '(v, 0) taken from the
phase-shift analysis of Ref. 14. Here v is the
laboratory energy and t=0, so
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ImA "(v, 0) = ~(v' —m, ')'I'(a, .~+ o, ~) .
We have adopted the Harari-Zarmi prescription"
for widths I'eq"" below resonance and I'= con-
stant above resonance. There are only minor
changes from 1969, mostly around v=1.5 to 2 GeV.

We also exhibit, for comparison, the resonances
plus one-half the background as the solid line in
Fig. 1.

Superimposed we plot the t= 0 absorptive f-pole
amplitudes a-d taken from several recent typical

conventional" P+f published fits.", By conven-
tional we mean that the P is basical. ly a j-plane
pole plus small cuts at t=0, consistent with domi-
nant short-range order. Although the authors of
these fits differ markedly in their philosophy
toward exchange degeneracy, and although the f in-
tercept ranges from 0.4 to 0.6, the results are
quite uniform. The f pole a-mplitudes of these fits
average the resonances plus one half the-back-
ground. "

To test the generality of these results, we ex-
hibit Fig. 2. Here the phase-shift analysis of Fig.
1 is seen to agree well with two other phase-shift
analyses' below v= 1.5 GeV, with some disagree-
ment above this value. The f amplitudes of the
fits (a-d) of Fig. 1 are plotted along with the re-
sults from five others. " Fits e and f are older'

Begge fits that were performed before much of the
newer cross-section data were available. They
are included only for completeness. Fits g, h, and
i are highly unconventional. Fits g and h parame-
trize the P by unmotivated ad hoc functions which
curve up at low energies. Fit i parametrizes the
P by a dipole and a large "shielding cut. " The en-

ergy dependence of the shielding cut acts rather
like a conventional f, which explains the resulting
small f amplitude in this fit.

None of the f amplitudes in Figs. 1 or 2 average
the resonances as well as any of the pre-1969 fits
used to. The closest are the older fits e and f.
Total cross sections measured in 1976 rise faster
than fits e and f, thus marking the evolution in
time from 1969 when two-component dual. ity was
satisf ied.

We have also examined KN scattering. Similar
resul. ts are obtained.

Are there any loopholes within conventional P+f
phenomenology? Different I'(q) functions should
not make qualitative changes, as Harari and Zar-
mi argued. Additional low-lying poles (e, o; P )
with ImA" &0 will not change 0 fits above 10 GeV
but will increase the already too large low-v Regge
ImA '. Extrapolation of all fits was done in v.
Other variables like v+ vo lack motivation [except
for o' '=,Ps &/X' '(s, m', m,2), where vo=2 GeV,
which again makes the f amplitude bigger than for
our choice vo= 0]. Next, if the P is f-dominated,
perhaps a piece of the resonances should be re-
assigned from the f to the P, but this also makes
the situation worse.

III. AN ATTEMPT TO RECONCILE DUALITY V(1TH THE
CONVENTIONAL P+f MODEL

We have tried to test the generality of the above
observation by the following exercise. We write
the f-pole contribution to &" at laboratory energy
p as

Im4 "(v 0) = va,'g= Pq(v/v, )' ' (4)
C4
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FIG. 2. The absorptive ~N isoscalar resonance ampli-
tude is taken from three phase-shif't analyses (Refs. 14
and 16) labeled P77, A74, A72. Fits a-d are as in Fig.
1. Fits e-i are either older fits that do not fit Fermilab
data well, or else do not satisfy the constraint of j-
plane-pole dominance of the I' implied by dominant
short-range order and unitarity (see Sec II). Also
shown is the comparison for the model-dependent (Ref.
12) P-f identity p&~~~~ amplitude (cf. Sec. IV).

where v, =1 GeV and P&-—20 mb GeV. This f-pole
amplitude is consistent with the duality prediction
Eq. (1). We parametrize the P-pole amplitude by
taking o,'vs' ——Pv(v/v, )~v '.

We then insist that the Fermilab data" for e,~
be accurately described. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. The P parameters are at„=1.075 and

Pv=15.3 mb. As expected, forcing the duality
constraint has led to values of o,„much too low
to agree with the data at moderate energies.

If one constrains the f amplitude as above and
tries to fit cr,N without insisting that the Fermilab
points be accurately fit, a generally incorrect
shape results.

We have modified this procedure by adding rea-
sonably par'ametrized cuts and daughters, without
noticeable changes in the conclusions. As it
stands, our results employ a P amplitude very
close to that proposed by Quigg and Rabinovici. "
Their predictions for Eq. (1) are shown in curve
a in Figs. 1 and 2.
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12 set X~=3. The absorptive planar amplitude
ImA" (v, 0)„should be dual to the resonances. It
is given by

N fvloyl (v ~c vImA"(v, o) ~ =
I
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FIG. 3. The I= 0 total ~N cross section o~~ obtained
.in a conventional P+f parametrization with the f-pole
amplitude constrained by duality (see Sec. HI).

A~ =AP)t+ gA~~'C~A~. (5)

All this is accomplished by taking the cylinder
kernel C& as a nonsingular function of j near j= 1.

In order to specify the decomposition T = T„
+ Toys we need a mode 1. We choos e the model of
Ref. 12 which incorporates flavoring needed to ob-
tain rising o.' At low energies the unitarity sum
is made up almost exclusively of u and d quarks
and the relevant amplitude 4& is unflavored. "'
A~~' has poles at a» = 0.55 and N~= I» —1, namely
the leading planar pole and a daughter.

The daughter is necessary to avoid the ~-prob-
lem" (without it a„=0).In fact, the model produ-
ces o'„=0.44-0.4& and a mixing angle 8„=-34'.
Even at low energies the (unflavored) &u couples to
KN scattering through the cylinder kernel. This
resolves the "~ problem".

The output vacuum A& poles are the unflavored
Pomeron P of Ref. 5 with the intercept 5 = 0.85 and
the shifted daughter at e&=0 which does not con-
tribute to ImA '.

We take the scale vo=m, in the Mellin transform
so that ImA + = 0 at threshold. This also suppress-
es the daughter in (ImA"), . We normalize the
P-model amplitude to the fit of Ref. 5 with a norm-
alization constant %= 8.8 mb GeV', and as in Ref.

IV. THE P-f IDENTITY AND TWOXOMPONENT DUALITY

The P-f identity is based on a specific realiza-
tion of Veneziano's flavor quark topological expan-
sion. 4' To the cylinder level we get a "two-compo-
nent" picture T= T+g+ T yj and we can ask whether
the absorptive planar and cylinder amplitudes
ImT, and ImT, » are dual to resonances and back-
ground, respectively. The difference here is that
the P and f are the same object, hence the name
P-f identity. However, this f is not the planar f,
but rather is shifted by the cylinder amplitude ac-
cording to the partial-wave equation for the t = 0,
I=O amplitude,

The results are plotted as the. heavy dashed line
in Fig. 2. The biggest component is the first term.
The daughter bends the curve up at low v and is
30% of the total at v= 1 GeV. The model planar
amplitude is reasonably well dual to the reso-
nances. The model cylinder amplitude is some-
what low to average the background but is quali-
tatively in agreement.

Hence, the P-f identity, implemented via Ref.
12, does satisfy duality in the topological form
Eq. (2).

V. FLAVORING AND DUALITY

We now show that by making the unconventional
choice of explicitly including flavoring renormali-
zation in the context of the HF P+f model, an
acceptable o,~ fit can be obtained, consistent with
the duality constraint Eq. (1). Z-plane cuts are al-
so needed, but these do not dominate the ampli-
tudes.
. Actually, flavoring is a concept that shouM be
independent of the details of diffraction scattering
(e.g., whether the f exists as a separate entity
from the P). Given a dominant SRO framework,
flavoring renormalization must occur due to the
sequence of effective thresholdlike excitations of
KK, BB, DD, . .. pairs. This has been described
in great detail in Ref. 5. The idea is a little like
the successive renormalizations of the scaling law
due to the crossing of thresholds and exciting new
quantum numbers, familiar from e'e annihilation,
with important dynamical differences of course. '
The Regge scaling law reads v below the above
effective thresholds (v&30 GeV) where ct is the
unflavored P intercept. The P is the leading pole
of the unflavored partial-wave amplitude A&, whose
Mellin transform accurately describes a(s) below
the effective KK, BB, . . . thresholds. Thb flavor-
ing-renormalized trajectory 0. gives the seal. ing
law v, valid at energies much higher than these
effective thresholds. At energies comparable to
the effective thresholds, things are compl. icated,
and neither v+nor v accurately represents the
physics. The number e is the intercept of the
flavored P, the leading pole of the Froissart-Gri-
bov partial-wave amplitude A& before j-plane cuts
are included (P is the bare Pomeron of the Reggeon
field theory). We stress that there are no "energy-
dependent trajectories" (cf. Ref. 5).
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Flavoring effects on o (at least in NN scattering)
can be read off the inelastic data for EK, BB, . . .
production" given the reasonable assumption that
at most one heavy pair per event is produced at
current energies. The effect is very large (4o
&20 mb between s = 200 and 4000 GeV'), and this
statement is model independent.

Flavoring is translated into the above j-plane
language by implementing SRO with generic strong-
coupling multjperipheral models. ' The dominance
of SRO, implying weak absorption, also means ab-
sorption effects cannot cancel the large flavoring
effects (though they can dampen them somewhat,
as we will see). The estimate of the renormaliza-
tion n —at due to this approach was found in Ref. 5

as

6n =n —a=0.2.
References 5 and 12 investigated the phenomenol-

ogy of flavoring within the context of the P-f iden-
tity model. It is now known that explicit inclusion
of flavoring is needed for a viable P fidentit-y
phenomenology. ' '"'"' Flavoring saves the P-f
identity model from a variety of potential prob-
lems including those raised by Romao and
Freund, 22 Duke, "Quigg and Rabinovici, " and Pen-
nington, Schrempp, and Schrempp. 2~

Since flavoring effects are so large, it was ar-
gued in Refs. 5, 6, and 10 that consistency with
flavoring presented a severe challenge to conven-
tional P+f physics.

We show here that, although flavoring effects
are indeed large, an acceptable P+f description of

o,„canbe obtained. Moreover, the resulting curv-
ature of the P amplitude allows a decreased mag-
nitude af the f-pole amplitude, allowing f-pole- resonances duality to be reinstated.

The way this happens is as follows. The P amp-
litude of the P fidentity (be-fore flavoring} winds

up being similar to the P amplitude plus the f amp-
litude in the P+f model (before flavoring). This is
made possible by increasing the unflavored inter-
cept (a =0.85 for the P-f identity, ' a =0.91 here},
and decreasing the I' residue. The flavoring is
then similar in the two cases. Absorptive effects
must be added because the flavoring effects are in
fact too strong. The absorptive cuts are a bit big-
ger in the P+f case than in the P-f identity case,
but still small enough to be called compatible with
j-pl.ane pole dominance.

In no case do we get an acceptable description
with either 8 or e equal to one.

We now proceed to the details. We actually have
to start with NN scattering, because the only
ab- cc+X data. (c =K, B, ...) that is compiled" is
for ab=NN. We parametrize the NN amplitude for
the P exactly as in Ref. 5. The absorptive triple-

27-
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FIG. 4. Results for o,~ in the P+fmodel including
flavoring and absorptive effects, as described in Sec. V.
The f-pole amplitude is constrained by duality, as in
Fig. 3.

P cross section o~ (cf. Ref. 5) is bounded in mag-
nitude by 30'», which we take as a reasonable up-
per limit consistent with SRO. Most P+f pheno-
menology is done with smaller absorption than
that. To this we add an f-pole contribution of the
form o~~~» =P& (s/1 GeV ) ' '. We then obtain a fit
to a», consistent with inelastic KK, BS data. De-
tails of this and other related matters will be pre-
sented as a separate communication. " The value
of the flavored intercept n is a = 1.1, which is
compatible with the above estimate be = n —8 = 0.2.

Turning to mN scattering, flavoring effects are
determined via SRO from NN scattering as des-
cribed in Ref. 5. 'The numbers a and e are also
fixed from NN scattering.

We fix the f-pole amplitude using Eg. (4} to sat-
isfy duality Eq. (1). We are then in fact able to fit
o,

„

if we also include eikonal P &P cuts and the
absorptive triple-P cross section os. (We have
tried including flavored cuts; they apparently do
not work. ") The total absorptive cross section at
340 GeV is c'~' = -8 mb, saturating the (rather ar-
bitrary) ——se,„bound for absorption taken to be
necessary to ensure dominant SRO. All mN para-
meters are as in Ref. 5, except 0. =0.91, =1. 1,
$,„=0.15, P =91.4, and b, =0.5.

The results for v,
„

in the P f+f+lavoring model
including the above absorptive cuts are presented
ln Fig. 4.

We emphasize that without including boN flavor-
ing and absorption we cannot reconcile the P+f
model with duality.

We conclude that an acceptable (and desirable)
way out of the difficulties with two-component dual-
ity of the P+f model is to include flavoring renor-
malization with some absorption. Of necessity,
the description seems to be rather complicated,
but it has the added virtue over conventional para-
metrizations of now being consistent with the
successive excitation of quantum numbers ex-
pressed through s-channel unitarity. ' It remains
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to be seen whether the rest of the legacy of the
P+f model is also compatible with flavoring.

Given that flavoring seems to enable both the
P fid-entity and P+f models to become consistent
with important aspects of the data, it seems hard-
er than ever to distinguish between them on phe-
nomenological grounds alone. A decisive experi-
mental distinction would evidently be welcome.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that existing P+f phenomenology
consistent with rising total cross sections and with
the important constraint of j-plane pole dominance
of the P (i.e., dominant short-range order in ra-
pidity) is not consistent with the classic duality
equation Im T& ~~ (Im(resonances)) with the reso-
nances being taken from phase-shift analyses. We
also showed that the P-f identity' with flavoring'
properly incorporated" is consistent with the topo-
logical expansion version of duality ImT»
= (Im(resonances)). We also showed that a modi-
fied P+f phenomenology including flavoring and
some absorption can be made consistent with ris-
ing o and with Im Tz„„=(Im(resonances)).

Further details will be published separately. "

The transition from N, = to N, =3 is assumed
not to change this" (questions like this are at the
heart of the controversy'8). This pole is then
allowed to mix in a limited way with the planar
amplitude A&", shifting the planar poles slightly
but basically preserving their EXD. Since at the
cylinder level one needs a j-plane-pole output
(j-plane cuts presumably arise from higher-order
topologies"'), one writes a multiperipheral model
for A&. Ignoring inessential momentum-transfer
integrals, we get

A =A~'+A~'C*A

with solution

(AI)

C,*=.~*
(AS)

Nonsingular pieces of the cylinder kernel as well.
as flavoring are ignored (these are crucial in the
P-f identity'). A&" is the planar amplitude with
leading pole A&" =P,(j—o,,) '.

The poles of A& are at

(A2)

Here as just mentioned the cylinder kernel C&*

is assumed generated by gluon dynamics as having
a pole at j=e*,
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2Cq= Co+ R+ %[(CO —(I +) +4pag+]

We write

A~
——. + +.

(A4)

(A5)

APPENDIX

We. show here that, under reasonable hypothe-
ses, if the f-pole amplitude is too large to satisfy
duality [Eq. (I)], the planar amplitude is even big-
ger and therefore violates duality even more.

The demonstration is as follows. We utilize the
topological expansion to the cylinder level, taking
a solution which "naturally" produces the P+f
model in a good approximation. One can criticize
this model on general phenomenological and theor-
etical grounds. ' While such considerations may
in. fact be relevant for a choice as to the correct
viewpoint of diffraction, the model below is a
reasonable hypothesis in the current context inso-
far as it does naturally generate a spectrum with
two leading poles with desired properties. It also
incorporates a widely held attitude toward the
Pomeron. "

Basically, one regards the Pomeron as genera-
ted by gluon dynamics at N, (number of colors)
= , as a pole at the cylinder level with intercept
a*=1.

and we find

(o* —u 3
P' (o..- o. )

' (A6)

Now g* and p, are positive (this is a general posi-
tivity requirement of all such equations). Hence,

e, &e*and n &~„ (AV)

which just means that the mixing has repelled the
original levels. Hence

t} ~PO.

We write the t =0 Mellin transform as

(A8)

'dj (~ ~'ImA" (~) 2vi im, j
(A9)

where we have taken the scale m, so that the cor-
rect threshold behavior is ensured, i.e.,

ImA '(v) =0 for v&m, .
The connection to our parametrization in the text

is clearly u&=n and PI=P (vjm, ) - Hence for
v&m„
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py(t/p, )ex= p (V/m, ) -&p, (u/m, )'o,

1mAq'(v) &Immi' (v) .
Thus, if the f-pole amplitude is too big to average

the resonances, the planar amplitude, being big-
ger, violates duality in a worse fashion. That is,
the presence of cylinder mixing in the empirical
f is not an acceptable resolution of the duality dif-
ficulties of the P+f model.
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